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"Best Magic Show" HELLO! MAGAZINE
(EDINBURGH FESTIVAL* 2022)
"10 OF THE BEST SHOWS YOU MUSTN'T MISS"
HELLO! MAGAZINE
(EDINBURGH FESTIVAL 2022)
"We gasp out loud”
Bouquets and Brickbats
★★★★★
"One of the top magicians working the
circuit"
Broadway Baby
* The World's leading Theater and Media Festival with over 3,500 shows
and 3 million visitors annually.

WHAT IS
ETHERMIND?

ETHERMIND is unlike any other show in the World.
It is not your normal magic show. It never will be.
What starts off as a high octane interactive, sophisticated magic show, very
quickly segues into a dynamic mind control act following the real life
narrative of Chris's life..

Becoming one of the most sought
after tickets at Edinburgh this year,
it's Dugdale's most personal show to
date. A unique blend of magic and
mind control unleashed to influence your mind! The results are indisputable and highly
entertaining! Random thoughts coalesce to create an incredible journey! The finale,
created by a bunch of randomly picked audience members is quite simply jawdropping. Truly unforgettable!
Demand for tickets was so great that extra shows were put on and there were still lines
of people trying to get in...
Wooed by Angelina Jolie, praised by the late and great Queen and he has bamboozled
the Pentagon, Chris Dugdale enjoyed a sell-out run at the Edinburgh Festival 2022.
And now... for the first time it's available for corporate audiences Worldwide.
Chris Dugdale is the only act ever to win the Edfest Bouquet 4 times (2016-2019).
He has 14 Royal Performances to his name including a private show for HM Queen
Elizabeth II and has mystified everyone from Beyoncé to the Pentagon...
Recently awarded a medal of excellence after receiving a standing ovation from the
Pentagon in Washington DC... This is the show that demonstrates MORE
TRANSPARENTLY THAN EVER why Dugdale has an unparalleled resumé in the
World of Magic.

Chris has been featured on the BBC, NBC, the CW, Sky, and
ITV.
As seen on Penn and Teller: Fool Us! and NBC's Dracula,
His magic has been seen by over 10 million people worldwide.
Nicknamed The King of Standing Ovations this is sophisticated
entertainment for your next event. Entertainment that will be
remembered for years and years to come...
Chris Dugdale is proudly represented by Lauren Ansley. All
enquiries email Lauren Ansley Lauren@ansleyentertainment.com

Testimonials
"The Best I've Seen, Brilliant" Sir Richard Branson
"What a pleasure to have met you and be amazed by your magic" Jimmy Page OBE
Led Zeppelin
"There’s no way a mere human can achieve what he does here!"
Bouquets and Brickbats ★★★★★
“Mind-boggling...beyond belief!”
The Herald ★★★★
“Really Superb” The Stage
"Beyond a shadow of a doubt, masterful magic" The Metro
”The undisputed king of the close-up card trick” LBC Radio
”Dugdale is a charming, captivating showman and a natural entertainer who will
keep you enthralled from start to nish”
Broadway Baby
”Sensational... creates a magical, mystical, mind-bending mirage... the
showmanship of PT Barnum combined with the magical skill of David
Copper eld and the wit of Jerry Seinfeld... unique talent demands unique
description... he is an illusionary extraordinaire!”
Lt Gen Christopher Burne, U.S. Air Force - The Pentagon
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”It's impossible!” (HM, The Queen).

